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(Appellant/plaintiff)

(Respondent/defendant)

JUDGMENT

Instant Civil Appeal has been preferred by the appellant/plaintiff against the

Judgment, Decree & Order dated 16.03.2023, passed by learned Senior Civil Judge,

Orakzai in Civil Suit bearing No.05/1 of 2023; whereby, the suit with the title of

Inaz Ali vs Ilham Ali was dismissed.

Plaintiff and his brother Hashmat Ali has constructed a joint dwelling house2.

at village Ahmed Khel and using the pathway as approach to such house since 2006.

The passage leading to the residence of the plaintiff is single available channel

passing through the fields owned and possessed by defendant. A dispute was raised

the

proceedings of Jirga locally constituted in the year 2012. The Jirga has issued verdict

in favour of the plaintiff through written document and issue was resolved once for

all. In the year 2019, the defendant has interfered in the pathway that necessitated

presentation of suit.

,j

regarding use of the landed property as passage which was subjected in
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Defendant on appearance, objected the’suit on various legal as’well as factual3.

grounds in his written statement. It was specifically pleaded that the disputed

pathway is his exclusive ownership in possession which is rendered unproductive

due to unauthorized use of plaintiff. The plaintiff has gpt another more convenient

and feasible approach path within his own property and termed the institution of suit

as mala fide.

The material prepositions of fact and law asserted by one party and denied by4.

other have separately been put into following issues by the then learned Trial Judge.

Whether the plaintiff has got a cause of action?i.

Whether disputed path is the exclusive ownership of plaintiff?ii.

Whether plaintiff has effected an agreement with the father of the defendantHi.

through Jirga verdict in year 2012 regarding the use of disputed path free of any

encumbrance and. obstruction forever and. its affect?

Whether the disputed path is the only pathway for access and exit to theiv.

plaintiffs house?

Whether suit of the plaintiff is competent in its- present form?v.

Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the decree as prayed for?vi.

Relief?vii.

Opportunity of leading evidence was accorded to both the parties. Seizing the5.

opportunity, plaintiff produced as much as three persons in evidence. Inaz All

plaintiff himself appeared

pathway Ex.PW-1/1 and the Jirga Deed as Ex.PW-1/2. PW-2 is the statement of

Syed Haziq Ali Shah, who was the Jirga member of the exhibited deed Ex.PW-1/2.

PW-3 is the statement of Mustafa Hassan who is witness to the Jirga Deed Ex.PW-

1/2. All the witnesses supported the contention ofthe plaintiff and narrated the story

of the plaint. On turn, defendant himself appeared in support of his plea taken in

defense and denied the claim of the plaintiff.

r

as PW-01 who produced Google Map of the disputed
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The suit was decreed vide Judgement dated 21-09-2022; against which, the6.

appeal before the next forum. Hon'ble, the District &

Sessions Judge, Orakzai vide Judgement dated 10-11-2022, remanded the case back

to learned, the Trial Judge with the direction to appoint local commission with the

the spot information about availability of

alternate pathway for approaching the house of plaintiff. It was further directed that

the case shall be decided on its merits by keeping in view the Commission Report.

The learned Trial Judge has appointed Mr. Insaf Ali Advocate as Local7.

Commissioner recommended by counsel representing the parties vide Order No. 02

dated 03-12-2022. The points referred therein are being reproduced here in below:

.1

.2

2

8. as

exhibit CW-1/1; site plan is Ex.CW-1/2 and photographs have been produced as

examined the Local

Commissioner in the lights of his objections. The suit was dismissed vide Judgement

and Decree dated 16-03-2023. Feeling aggrieved, plaintiff as appellant is before the

Court and appeal is pending adjudication. ■

Learned counsel representing appellant argued that plaintiff has constructed9.

dwelling house over his ancestral property and is using the disputed path is single

available approach since 2006. The defendant has later on acquired the ownership

of the property on the basis of exchange and has illegally interfered in the peaceful

utilization of the passage. This issue has already been settled through local Jirga in

the year 2012 and believed by the Court while granting decree in his favor vide

j

mandate to investigate and acquire on

defendant has preferred an

Ex.CW-1/3. Counsel representing plaintiff has cross

1‘JJ J. J,

Commission Report was exhibited in the statement recorded as CW-1
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Judgement and Decree dated 21-09-2022..Hon’ble the District & Sessions Judge, has

remanded the case vide Judgement dated 10-11-2022 with the limited scope of

inquiring the plea of single available approach

Commission Report Ex.CW-1/1 followed by other annexures categorically speak.

that the disputed pathway is single available approach and thus dismissal of suit was

against the law. The local commissioner was appointed with the mutual consent of

the parties and their counsel and therefore allowing the counsel for defendant to cross

examine him was against the law. The suit of the plaintiff is proved on the strength

of oral and documentary evidence and therefore withholding of decree by way of

dismissal of suit is based on illegality. It was concluded with the prayer that appeal

may be allowed and the suit may be decreed by reversing the Judgement of the Trial

Court.

plaintiff has failed to prove his case and was rightly dismissed. The Judgement of

learned Trial Court is judicial determination based on deep appreciation of evidence

and backed by law. The appeal is protraction of litigation on part of the plaintiff with

ulterior motive of harassing the defendant; which, may be dismissed with cost. The

commission report speaks about the availability of other rout which is feasible for *

approaching house of the plaintiff. The plaintiff attempted to detract the approach

path from his own landed property and to grab the property of defendant. He added

that defendant was neither part nor signatory of the Jirga verdict and he is stranger

to the deed. Similarly, the learned Trial Judge has rightly determined all the issues

afresh as order of remand has invalidated whole of the Judgement clutched therein.

Sayed Hashim Jan has ceased to be the owner in the month of June when the

exchange of property was completed; whereas, the alleged Jirga verdict is concluded

in the month of August and that is why not applicable to the disputed approach path

at all.

L. J

or existence of alternate rout. The
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10. Learned counsel representing respondent/defendant contended that the
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The case file has been examined.in the light of professional assistance11.

rendered by-the learned counsel representing parties. The right of utilization ot the

disputed pathway has been recognized by the learned Trial Court in Judgement and

Decree dated 21-09-2022. The defendant feeling aggrieved had preferred Appeal

decided with the mutual consent of the parties

of mutual understanding of counsel for the parties, "without touching the merits of

the case, the application of the res pondent/pla intiff for issuance of local commission

is accepted. Accordingly, the impugned judgement/decree dated 21-09-202.1, passed

by Civil Judge-1, Kalaya, District Orakzai is set aside and the case is remanded back

to the Trial Court with the direction to issue a local commission for making

investigation on the spot on the point of availability of alternate pathway for the

approach of respondent/appellant to his house and to decide the case afresh on the

basis of merits. Needless to mention that, the TORs for local commission be framed

by the trial court with consultation of counsels for the parties”.

Both the counsel representing parties have agreed on recommending Mr. Insaf12.

Ali Advocate for investigation ofthe prime issue relating to availability of alternate

route. This was the core issue of the suit and may be termed actual' and real apple of

discard between the parties and was requiring on the spot information for which

Hon’ble the District & Sessions Judge has issued the commission. The Local

Commissioner visited the spot; collected the evidence; recorded the statements;

captured the photos and submitted report Ex.CW-1/1. He prepared site plan Ex.CW-

1/2 and pictorial evidence as Ex.CW-1/3. The parties have been invited to file

objection and then the local commissioner was examined as CW-1.

It was in the terms of reference framed by learned Trial Judge for commission13.

that whether the disputed course is single approach for the plaintiff to their dwelling

J

vide Judgement dated 10-11-2022 with the following operating part. "Hence, in view

bearing No. 13/13 of 2022 which was

r • • t —



question in the following words:
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The site plan Ex.CW-1/2 and pictorial evidence in shape of Ex.CW-1/3 further

confirms the fact that disputed passage is the single course available for approaching

the dwelling house of the plaintiff. Where the parties undertake to be bound by the

report of Local Commissioner, such report can be treated as verdict of a referee as

was settled in Judgement reported as 2009 SCMR 594. The parties have jointly

submitted the terms of reference and agreed on recommending Mr. Insaf Ali

Advocate for local investigation of the matter in issue and thus implied agreement

between the parties on acceptance of such report is the inference which is within the

natural flow of events. Similarly, it has further been settled that the Court ought not

to interfere with the result of a careful investigation by the commissioner except on

clearly defined on sufficient grounds (1999 YLR 2250). There was no clearly

defined and sufficient ground for the learned trial judge nor available for this court

to interfere in the report about the state of things actually exist. Commission report

has been prepared carefully and strictly in accordance with the jointly agreed terms

I 
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house? The Commission Report Ex.CW-l/T has categorically answered this prime
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ground for not concurring with the commission report.

As far as objection oh commission report raised by learned counsel for14.

defendant is concerned, the crux of such objections is that the commission report is

I. contradictory on the issue of availability of the alternate route. There is no

contradiction as the local commissioner has categorically mentioned in report

Ex.CW-1/1' that the disputed way is the single available course for approaching the

dwelling house of the plaintiff. The objection so raised is just mechanical for
■

fabricating the paper and is obviously overruled for being devoid of merits. The

lightly deprecated.

15.

area; they are utilizing the disputed passage since 2006; the property was earlier

owned and possessed by one Sayed Hashim Jan; dispute regarding the utilization of

property as approach path was earlier popped up in the year 2012; defendant has

acquired ownership of the land from Sayed Hashim Jan through exchange of

property later on; and, parties are neighbors; all these facts are admitted in pleadings

as well as in evidence of the parties. The dispute was resolved through Jirga in the

year 2012 and verdict Ex.PW-1/2 was delivered in favor of plaintiff. The Jirga

members have been examined as PW-2 and PW-3. They have testified the contents

and execution of the Jirga Deed. Plaintiff has established probability in his favor

which was required to be shattered by the defendant which he failed to do so. He, on

turn, recorded his sole statement and.produced photographs Ex.DW-J /2 and Ex.DW-

1/3 which by no sketch of imagination can be considered sufficient for basing

judicial determination in their favor.

For what has been discussed above, it can safely be held that the learned Trial16.

Court has erred in conclusion drawn; that too, for the reasoning not backed by proper

L

L

commission report has been prepared in accordance with the law which shall not be

of reference; that too, conducted by the mutually agreed person and there was no

The plaintiff and his brother have jointly constructed dwelling house in the
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hand’ is allowed and

consequently, the impugned Judgement and Decree dated 16-03-2023 is reversed.

Suit of the plaintiff stands decreed as prayed for. Costs shall follow the events.

Requisitioned record be returned back with copy of this Judgement; whereas, File of

this Court be consigned to District Record Room, Orakzai

allowed for.

CERTIFICATE.
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Sayed I'azal Wadood,
ADJ, Orakzai al. Baber Mela..

Announced in the open Court 
31.05.2023 .

application of lavv and thus'not sustainable; ‘Appeal’'in

as prescribed within span

Saved Fazal^WadoodT 
ADJ, Orakzai at Baber Mrb

Certified that this Judgment is consisting upon eight (08) pages; each of which 

has been signed by the undersigned after making necessary corrections therein and 

read over.


